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Writing to Persuade

CHAPTER 10

Writing to Persuade
Persuasive writing states an opinion on a subject and uses facts, reasons, and 
examples to convince readers. 

The ability to convince others of what you believe is one of the most valuable skills 
you can acquire. Being persuasive will aid you in work, school, and the world at large. 
Writing persuasive compositions is one way to develop and refine this skill. Here are some 
examples of ways people use persuasive writing in everyday life.

Students write a proposal to the principal•	  outlining plans for a proposed new 
after-school club.

Movie reviewers write articles•	  for magazines telling people why they should or 
should not see the newest releases.

Organizations protecting endangered species write pamphlets•	  presenting facts and 
statistics to persuade people to join the effort.

Residents write to the city council •	 in an effort to persuade the members to change 
their plans to pave over a playing field.

Political groups send e-mails urging support •	 of a reform bill in Congress.

Words into Deeds Write a persuasive composition that will spur 
others to action.

Think Through Writing When John F. Kennedy hoped to persuade the 
American public to support his plan to send the first astronaut to the moon, 
he quoted another great statesman, William Bradford, governor in the 
1660s of Plymouth Colony: “Great and honorable actions are accompanied 
with great difficulties, and both must be enterprised and overcome with 
answerable courage.” Think of a difficult task that you believe needs 
doing but would require courage to accomplish. How would you go about 
influencing the attitudes and actions of others on this issue? Write about 
this situation as though you are trying to convince someone that, in spite of 
the risks, people need to take action.

PersuasiveWriting project
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MODEl: Persuasive Speech

Talk About It In your writing group, discuss the writing you have done. What 
difficult tasks did members of your group feel need to be done? What challenges 
are involved? As you express your opinion, give at least three reasons for it. 
As you listen to your partners, are you persuaded that people should take the 
necessary risks to address the challenges they have identified? Why or why not? 
Give at least three reasons.

Read About It In the following passage, President Kennedy presents his case 
about why astronauts should fly to the moon. Think about the persuasive 
techniques he uses to influence attitudes and stimulate support for his goal.

From

Address at Rice University on the 
Nation’s Space Effort

John F. Kennedy
Houston, Texas, September 12, 1962

We meet at a college noted for knowledge, in a city 
noted for progress, in a state noted for strength, and 
we stand in need of all three, for we meet in an hour of 
change and challenge, in a decade of hope and fear, in an 
age of both knowledge and ignorance. The greater our 
knowledge increases, the greater our ignorance unfolds.

Despite the striking fact that most of the scientists 
that the world has ever known are alive and working 
today, despite the fact that this nation’s own scientific 
[workforce] is doubling every 12 years in a rate of 
growth more than three times that of our population as 
a whole, despite that, the vast stretches of the unknown 
and the unanswered and the unfinished still far outstrip 
our collective comprehension.

No [one] can fully grasp how far and how fast we 
have come, but condense, if you will, the 50,000 years 
of [humankind’s] recorded history in a time span of 
but a half-century. Stated in these terms, we know 
very little about the first 40 years, except at the end of 
them advanced [humans] had learned to use the skins 
of animals to cover them. Then about 10 years ago, 

The opening 
paragraph sets a 
dramatic tone and 
stirs the interest 
of the audience.

Kennedy uses 
striking statistics 
to draw in the 
audience.

Project and Reading
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under this standard, [humans] emerged from . . . caves 
to construct other kinds of shelter. Only five years ago 
[humans] learned to write and use a cart with wheels. 
Christianity began less than two years ago. The printing 
press came this year, and then less than two months ago, 
during this whole 50-year span of human history, the 
steam engine provided a new source of power.

Newton explored the meaning of gravity. Last month 
electric lights and telephones and automobiles and 
airplanes became available. Only last week did we develop 
penicillin and television and nuclear power, and now if 
America’s new spacecraft succeeds in reaching Venus, 
we will have literally reached the stars before midnight 
tonight.

This is a breathtaking pace, and such a pace cannot 
help but create new ills as it dispels old, new ignorance, 
new problems, new dangers. Surely the opening vistas 
of space promise high costs and hardships, as well as 
high reward.

So it is not surprising that some would have us stay 
where we are a little longer to rest, to wait. But this city 
of Houston, this State of Texas, this country of the United 
States was not built by those who waited and rested and 
wished to look behind them. This country was conquered 
by those who moved forward—and so will space.

William Bradford, speaking in 1630 of the founding 
of the Plymouth Bay Colony, said that all great and 
honorable actions are accompanied with great difficulties, 
and both must be enterprised and overcome with 
answerable courage.

If this capsule history of our progress teaches 
us anything, it is that [humans], in [their] quest for 
knowledge and progress, [are] determined and cannot be 
deterred. The exploration of space will go ahead, whether 
we join in it or not, and it is one of the great adventures 
of all time, and no nation which expects to be the leader 
of other nations can expect to stay behind in the race for 
space.

Those who came before us made certain that this 
country rode the first waves of the industrial revolutions, 
the first waves of modern invention, and the first wave 
of nuclear power, and this generation does not intend to 

Kennedy puts 
space exploration 
in historical 
perspective to 
enlighten his 
audience and 
urge a continuing 
move forward.

This is Kennedy’s 
thesis: that the 
challenge is worth 
the risk.

Here, Kennedy 
refutes logical 
arguments against 
his proposal.

See reference to 
William Bradford 
on page 240.

Writing to Persuade
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founder in the backwash of the coming age of space. We 
mean to be a part of it—we mean to lead it. For the eyes 
of the world now look into space, to the moon and to the 
planets beyond, and we have vowed that we shall not see 
it governed by a hostile flag of conquest, but by a banner 
of freedom and peace. We have vowed that we shall not 
see space filled with weapons of mass destruction, but 
with instruments of knowledge and understanding.

Yet the vows of this Nation can only be fulfilled if we 
in this Nation are first, and, therefore, we intend to be 
first. In short, our leadership in science and in industry, 
our hopes for peace and security, our obligations to 
ourselves as well as others, all require us to make this 
effort, to solve these mysteries, to solve them for the 
good of all [people], and to become the world’s leading 
space-faring nation.

We set sail on this new sea because there is new 
knowledge to be gained, and new rights to be won, 
and they must be won and used for the progress of all 
people. For space science, like nuclear science and all 
technology, has no conscience of its own. Whether it 
will become a force for good or ill depends on [humans], 
and only if the United States occupies a position of pre-
eminence can we help decide whether this new ocean 
will be a sea of peace or a new terrifying theater of 
war. I do not say that we should or will go unprotected 
against the hostile misuse of space any more than we go 
unprotected against the hostile use of land or sea, but I 
do say that space can be explored and mastered without 
feeding the fires of war, without repeating the mistakes 
that [humankind] has made in extending [its] writ 
around this globe of ours.

There is no strife, no prejudice, no national conflict 
in outer space as yet. Its hazards are hostile to us all. Its 
conquest deserves the best of all [humankind], and its 
opportunity for peaceful cooperation may never come 
again. But why, some say, the moon? Why choose this as 
our goal? And they may well ask why climb the highest 
mountain? Why, 35 years ago, fly the Atlantic? Why does 
Rice play Texas?

We choose to go to the moon. We choose to go to the 
moon in this decade and do the other things, not because 
they are easy, but because they are hard, because that goal 

The metaphor of 
an ocean voyage 
leads nicely into 
the proposed 
launch into space.

Here Kennedy 
makes his 
strongest point.

Project and Reading

Kennedy draws 
his audience in on 
a very personal 
and entertaining 
level here.
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will serve to organize and measure the best of our energies 
and skills, because that challenge is one that we are willing 
to accept, one we are unwilling to postpone, and one which 
we intend to win, and the others, too.

It is for these reasons that I regard the decision 
last year to shift our efforts in space from low to high 
gear as among the most important decisions that will 
be made during my incumbency in the office of the 
Presidency. . . .

Within these last 19 months at least 45 satellites 
have circled the earth. Some 40 of them were “made in 
the United States of America” and they were far more 
sophisticated and supplied far more knowledge to the 
people of the world than those of the Soviet Union. . . . 

Transit satellites are helping our ships at sea to 
steer a safer course. Tiros satellites have given us 
unprecedented warnings of hurricanes and storms, and 
will do the same for forest fires and icebergs.

We have had our failures, but so have others, even if 
they do not admit them. And they may be less public.

To be sure, we are behind, and will be behind for 
some time in manned flight. But we do not intend to stay 
behind, and in this decade, we shall make up and move 
ahead.

The growth of our science and education will 
be enriched by new knowledge of our universe and 
environment, by new techniques of learning and 
mapping and observation, by new tools and computers 
for industry, medicine, the home as well as the school. 
Technical institutions, such as Rice, will reap the harvest 
of these gains.

And finally, the space effort itself, while still in its 
infancy, has already created a great number of new 
companies, and tens of thousands of new jobs. . . .

To be sure, all this costs us all a good deal of money. 
This year’s space budget is three times what it was in 
January 1961, and it is greater than the space budget of 
the previous eight years combined. . . . But if I were to 
say, my fellow citizens, that we shall send to the moon, 
240,000 miles away from the control station in Houston, 
a giant rocket more than 300 feet tall, the length of this 

Mentioning the 
Soviet Union, a 
Cold War adver-
sary, gives urgency 
to Kennedy’s 
speech.

In this paragraph 
and the one that 
follows, Kennedy 
focuses on how 
the space race 
will benefit the 
nation (and Rice 
University).

Writing to Persuade

Again Kennedy 
acknowledges 
oposition to his 
views.
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football field, made of new metal alloys, some of which 
have not yet been invented, capable of standing heat 
and stresses several times more than have ever been 
experienced, fitted together with a precision better than 
the finest watch, carrying all the equipment needed for 
propulsion, guidance, control, communications, food and 
survival, on an untried mission, to an unknown celestial 
body, and then return it safely to earth, re-entering the 
atmosphere at speeds of over 25,000 miles per hour, 
causing heat about half that of the temperature of the 
sun—almost as hot as it is here today—and do all this, 
and do it right, and do it first before this decade is out—
then we must be bold.

I’m the one who is doing all the work, so we just 
want you to stay cool for a minute. [laughter]

However, I think we’re going to do it, and I think 
that we must pay what needs to be paid. I don’t think we 
ought to waste any money, but I think we ought to do 
the job. And this will be done in the decade of the sixties. 
It may be done while some of you are still here at school 
at this college and university. It will be done during the 
term of office of some of the people who sit here on this 
platform. But it will be done. And it will be done before 
the end of this decade. . . .

Many years ago the great British explorer George 
Mallory, who was to die on Mount Everest, was asked why 
did he want to climb it. He said, “Because it is there.”

Well, space is there, and we’re going to climb it, 
and the moon and the planets are there, and new hopes 
for knowledge and peace are there. And, therefore, as 
we set sail we ask God’s blessing on the most hazardous 
and dangerous and greatest adventure on which 
[humankind] has ever embarked.

Thank you.

Respond in Writing Respond to Kennedy’s argument. Do you agree with him? 
Why or why not? What, if anything, has he persuaded you to think or do?

Develop Your Own Ideas Work with your classmates to develop ideas that 
you might incorporate into a persuasive essay in which you try to persuade 
people to do something that involves costs, risks, and challenges.

Project and Reading

A light note in a 
long speech or 
essay can give the 
audience some 
relief and keep 
them aligned 
with you.

The conclusion 
is positive and 
forthright and 
harkens back to 
the ocean voyage 
metaphor and 
the courageous 
explorers of the 
past.
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Small Groups: In your small group, discuss the challenging task each writer has 
recommended. Ask and discuss answers to the following questions about each.

What need exists that justifies taking risks to meet the challenge?•	

What views and concerns of others must be considered in taking on these risks?•	

What gains do you foresee in accepting this challenge?•	

What possible problems and losses might follow from accepting this challenge?•	

In what way do the benefits outweigh the risks in trying to meet this challenge?•	

What is the justification for taking on this challenge despite the risks?•	

Whole Class: Each group should prepare a summary of its conversation and select 
a member to share that summary with the rest of the class. 

Write About It You will next write a persuasive essay in which you take a position 
on and present valid reasoning for taking a risk to reach an important goal. Your 
essay might use any of the following possible topics, audiences, and forms.

Possible Topics Possible Audiences Possible Forms

•	a	social	issue,	such	as	how	
to reduce pollution even 
though it may cost jobs 
and hurt the economy

a scientific issue, such •	
as funding a scientific 
procedure that could 
help many people while 
perhaps harming others

a personal issue, such •	
as enrolling in a very  
challenging class even 
though your grades  
might suffer

•	people	who	agree	with	your	
position

people who disagree with •	
your position

people who are unfamiliar •	
with the issues and only 
understand the situation 
as you explain it

people in authority who •	
might have to make a  
decision depending on how 
well you argue your points

•	an	essay

a blog•	

a newspaper opinion page•	

a letter•	
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Applying Your Critical Thinking  
and Problem-Solving Skills

To succeed on standardized tests, you should become familiar with the kinds of 
questions you will be asked. Learning test-taking strategies will help you become a better 
test taker as well.

Applying your critical thinking skills is also essential for success. Standardized test 
questions, such as analogies, require you to use reasoning to determine the correct 
answer. Other types of test items, such as reading comprehension questions, ask you to 
analyze, infer, interpret, make connections, and draw conclusions.

For all types of test questions, you need to use your problem-solving skills. You must 
determine what a question is asking and how you should arrive at the correct answer. You 
should decide if a particular question is a familiar type. If it is, decide if the answer should 
match certain conventions or patterns.

Learning to apply your critical thinking and problem-solving skills effectively will help you 
not only when taking tests but also when completing your daily classroom assignments. 
Using these skills effectively will help you in all aspects of your daily life as well. 

In this section, you will develop your skills in taking standardized tests. Improving 
these skills will help you do your best on classroom, school-wide, or state-wide 
standardized tests.

Strategies for Taking Standardized Tests
A standardized test measures your academic progress, skills, and achievement in 
such a way that the results can be compared with those of other students who have 
taken the same test. Standardized tests that assess your verbal skills, or your ability 
to use language, include vocabulary tests, analogy tests, sentence-completion tests, 
reading comprehension tests, and tests of Standard written English.

The best way to do well on standardized tests is to work consistently on your school 
subjects throughout the year, to read widely, and to learn test-taking strategies.

372

 Part I  Critical Thinking and Problem 
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Strategies for Taking Standardized Tests

Strategies for Taking Standardized Tests

Relax. Although you can expect to be a little nervous, concentrate on doing your best.•	

Read the test directions carefully. Answer the sample questions to be sure you •	
understand what the test requires.

Preview the whole test; skim it to get an overview of the kinds of questions on it.•	

Plan your time carefully. Note how much time is allotted for each part of the test.•	

Answer first the questions you find easiest. Skip hard questions, coming back to them •	
later if you have time.

Read all choices before you choose an answer. If you are not sure of the answer, try to •	
eliminate choices that are obviously wrong. Educated guessing often helps.

If you have time, check your answers. Be sure you have correctly marked your answers. •	

111  Vocabulary Tests
One kind of vocabulary test asks you to find antonyms—words that mean the 
opposite of other words. For instance, in the following test item, you must find the 
antonym for weary among the five choices.

WEARY: (A) tired (B) energetic (C) sleepy 

(D) worn (E) exhausted

(The answer is (B) because energetic is an antonym for weary. The 
other choices are wrong because each has a similar meaning to weary.)

Test items about synonyms have the same format. However, instead of choosing the 
opposite of a given word, you choose the word that has the same meaning.

AMAzE: (A) astonish (B) heavy (C) fast 

(D) bore (E) weary

(The answer is ( A) astonish, which means the same as amaze.)

In the following item, the answer is (A) gleam, which means the same as shimmer.

SHIMMER: (A) gleam (B) shake (C) dance

(D) bore (E) dull

Here’s 

How
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Practice Your Skills
Recognizing Antonyms

Write the letter of the word that is most nearly opposite in meaning to the 
word in capital letters.

 1. PERISHABlE:
(A) everlasting (B) dislike (C) thin
(D) tasty (E) decayed

 2. ORDINARY:
(A) uncommon (B) usual (C) funny
(D) noble (E) regular

 3. CHOPPY:
(A) calm (B) rough (C) sharp
(D) brief (E) loose

 4. PROlONG:
(A) shorten (B) lengthen (C) close
(D) disturb (E) run

Practice Your Skills
Recognizing Synonyms

Write the letter of the word that is most similar in meaning to the word in 
capital letters.

 1. VESSEl:
(A) blood (B) slave (C) container
(D) stop (E) tomb

 2. EMOTIONAl:
(A) fierce (B) comical (C) violent
(D) excitable (E) happy

 3. ORIGIN:
(A) name (B) society (C) owner
(D) beginning (E) end

 4. EMBRACE:
(A) learn (B) hug (C) fear
(D) batter (E) fight
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222  Analogies
Analogy questions test your skill at figuring out relationships between words. To 
complete an analogy, you need to use reasoning. Your first step is to decide how the 
given words—the first pair of words, usually in capital letters—are related to each 
other. The next step is to decide which other pair has the same kind of relationship 
as the given pair.

The single colon in an analogy question stands for the words is to, and the double colon 
stands for the word as.

COMPOSER : SONG :: painter : portrait

The above example reads, “Composer is to song as painter is to portrait.” That is, a 
composer has the same relationship to a song as a painter has to a portrait. A composer 
and a painter are both artists, and a song and a portrait are items they create. Explaining 
an analogy to yourself in one sentence can help you to figure out the answer. In the 
following example, you might say, “A snake is a kind of reptile.”

 SNAKE : REPTILE ::

(A) lion : tiger (B) wood : hard

(C) diamond : gem (D) ceiling : roof

(E) language : Spanish

(The answer, (C) diamond : gem, expresses the same item-to-category 
relationship.)

The word order in an analogy is very important. If the given pair of words in the analogy 
expresses a part-to-whole order, for example, the words in the correct answer should also 
appear in the order of part to whole.

Some analogies are written in sentence form.

Calm is to peaceful as sorrow is to ■.

(A) anger (B) joy

(C) sadness (D) confusion

(E) illness

(The first two italicized words are synonyms. Therefore, the correct answer 
is (C) sadness, a synonym for sorrow.)
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Knowing some of the common types of analogies, like those in the following chart, 
will help you figure out word relationships. In the first step for completing an analogy, 
determining whether the relationship between the words is one of the familiar, 
conventional types will make it easier to select the correct answer.

Common types of analogies

Analogy Example

word : synonym competition : contest

word : antonym fail : succeed

part : whole screen : television

cause : effect sun : heatstroke

worker : tool speaker : microphone

worker : product chef : meal

item : purpose crane : lift

item : category baseball : sport

Practice Your Skills
Recognizing Analogies

Write the letter of the word pair that has the same relationship as the word pair 
in capital letters.

 1. WHISPER : SHOUT ::
(A) foretell : predict (B) lessen : increase
(C) wish : desire (D) decay : organism
(E) friend : ally

 2. SHIMMER : SHINE ::
(A) smile : grin (B) cry : laugh
(C) walk : ride (D) needle : thread
(E) boring : interesting

 3. CUNNING : SlYNESS ::
(A) beauty : ugliness (B) bravery : courage
(C) emptiness : fullness (D) game : tennis
(E) smart : student

 4. FlEXIBlE : RIGID ::
(A) modern : old-fashioned (B) similar : alike
(C) reliable : trustworthy (D) doctor : profession
(E) pencil : paper
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 5. CONFIDENTIAl : SECRET ::
(A) nervous : calm (B) rainy : dry
(C) lifeless : dead (D) telephone : message
(E) scared : bold

Practice Your Skills
Completing Analogies

Use the chart on page 376 to determine the relationship of the first pair of 
words. Then complete the analogy by writing the letter of the word that best 
completes the sentence.

 1. Oven is to heat as lid is to ■. 
(A) decorate (B) food
(C) cover (D) save
(E) liquid

 2. Drawer is to dresser as branch is to ■. 
(A) tree (B) leaves
(C) roots (D) strong
(E) arm

 3. Firefighter is to hose as fishers is to ■. 
(A) fish (B) river
(C) catch (D) net
(E) water

 4. Poetry is to literature as documentary is to ■. 
(A) director (B) theater
(C) film (D) novel
(E) truth

 5. Carpenter is to cabinet as tailor is to ■. 
(A) sewing machine (B) pants
(C) model (D) designer
(E) fabric
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333  Sentence-Completion Tests
Sentence-completion tests measure your ability to comprehend what you read and 
to use context correctly. Each item consists of a sentence with one or more words 
missing. First read the entire sentence. Then read the answer choices. Use logical 
reasoning to select the answer that completes the sentence in a way that makes 
sense. Read the following item, and then find the word that most appropriately 
completes the sentence.

 The new cars are very ■; they burn no more fuel than they absolutely need.

(A) small (B) expensive
(C) efficient (D) reliable
(E) colorful

(The answer is (C) efficient. Efficient cars use only the fuel they need.)

Some sentence-completion questions have two blanks in the same sentence, with each 
answer choice including two words. Find the correct answer in this example.

 Her long illness left Maria ■ and ■.

(A) happy . . . rested (B) scarred . . . smiling
(C) cheery . . . homesick (D) thin . . . tired
(E) sleepy . . . careful

(The answer is (D) thin . . . tired. The other choices do not make sense.)

Practice Your Skills
Completing Sentences

Write the letter of the word that best completes each of the following 
sentences.

 1. The cloud ■ itself around the mountain like a shawl around giant 
shoulders.
(A) wrapped (B) opened
(C) left (D) pounded
(E) tickled

 2. The twins were ■ in every way, from the dimples in their cheeks to the 
color of their hair.
(A) annoyed (B) identical
(C) young (D) sisters
(E) happy
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 3. The doctor was pleased to announce that the patient had made a complete 
■ and showed no sign of illness.
(A) recovery (B) sickness
(C) diagnosis (D) operation
(E) coma

 4. Something is missing in the egg salad; I must have ■ an ingredient.
(A) doubled (B) omitted
(C) chopped (D) mixed
(E) bought

 5. The ■ of the house was run-down, but the interior of the house was 
beautifully maintained.
(A) outside (B) roof
(C) basement (D) paint
(E) kitchen

Practice Your Skills
Completing Sentences with Two Blanks

Write the letter of the words that best complete each of the following 
sentences.

 1. Deep-sea ■ keep warm by wearing suits that water cannot ■.
(A) skiers . . . immerse (B) boats . . . freeze
(C) divers . . . penetrate (D) boaters . . . wrinkle
(E) fishers . . . drink

 2. To avoid being ■, always use your hand to ■ the water before entering 
the shower to make sure it is not too hot.
(A) scalded . . . test (B) wet . . . drink
(C) cleaned . . . touch (D) cold . . . freeze
(E) sleepy . . . splash

 3. Sheryl was ■ and shy, while her sister was loud and ■.
(A) boisterous . . . meek (B) quiet . . . outgoing 
(C) social . . . boisterous (D) timid . . . shy
(E) lonely . . . scared
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 4. After paying all our expenses, our club has a ■ of $45, which we are 
going to donate to ■.
(A) wallet . . . ourselves (B) surplus . . . charity 
(C) bowl . . . spend (D) wish . . . families
(E) purse . . . groceries

 5. Jason became ■ and gave up quickly, but Ben was ■ and, after hours of 
work, finally solved the brainteaser.
(A) happy . . . angry (B) wonderful . . . talented
(C) frustrated . . . persistent (D) eager . . . confused
(E) cheerful . . . lost

444  Reading Comprehension Tests
Reading comprehension tests assess your ability to understand and to analyze 
written passages. The information you need to answer the test questions may be 
either directly stated or implied in the passage. You must use your critical thinking 
skills to make inferences as you read, to analyze and interpret the passage, and to 
draw conclusions in order to answer the questions. The following strategies will 
help you answer questions on reading comprehension tests.

Strategies for Reading Comprehension Questions

Begin by skimming the questions that follow the passage so you know what to focus •	
on as you read.

Read the passage carefully. Notice the main ideas, organization, style, and key words.•	

Study all possible answers. Avoid choosing one answer the moment you think it is a •	
reasonable choice.

Use only the information in the passage when you answer the questions. Do not rely •	
on your own knowledge or ideas on this kind of test.

Most reading comprehension questions focus on one or more of the following 
characteristics of a written passage.

•	Main Idea	At least one question will usually focus on the central idea of 
the passage. Remember that the main idea of a passage covers all sections 
of the passage—not just one section or paragraph.

•	Supporting Details	Questions about supporting details test your ability to 
identify the statements in the passage that back up the main idea.

Here’s 

How
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•	 Implied Meanings	In some passages not all information is directly stated. 
Some questions ask you to infer or interpret in order to answer questions 
about points that the author has merely implied.

•	Purpose and Tone	Questions on purpose and tone require that you 
interpret or analyze the author’s purpose for writing and his or her 
attitude toward the subject.

Practice Your Skills
Reading for Comprehension

Read the following passage, and write the letter of the correct answer to each 
question that follows it.

The amount of the sun’s energy that a place receives varies because 
of the way the earth moves in space. In many places, including most of 
the United States, winters are colder than summers. Other places may 
have hot or cold weather all year round. The differences are caused by 
changes in the earth’s position in relation to the sun. 

As it travels through space, the earth spins like a top. This spinning 
motion is called rotation. The earth rotates on its axis. The axis is an 
imaginary line through the center of the earth from one pole to the 
other. The axis is tilted at an angle. Because of this angle, one half of 
the earth is tilted toward the sun and therefore receives more direct 
sunlight. There it is summer, and temperatures are warmer. The other 
half is tilted away from the sun and receives less direct solar energy. 
There it is winter, and temperatures are cooler.

In addition to spinning on its axis, the earth travels around the 
sun. In this motion, called revolution, the earth follows a nearly 
circular path, or orbit, around the sun. The earth takes about 365 
days to make one complete revolution around the sun. As it revolves, 
it remains tilted at the same angle. Therefore, the half of the earth 
that was tilted toward the sun and experiencing summer will, half 
a year later, be tilted away from the sun and having winter. The 
opposite is true of the other half of the earth. It will now be tilted 
toward the sun and enjoying summer.

 1. The best title for this passage is
(A) Earth’s Movement and the Sun.
(B) Earth and Its Moon.
(C) Our Incredible Solar System.
(D) The History of the Sun.
(E) My Trip to the Moon.
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 2. Changes in temperature on the earth’s surface are due to
(A) the temperature of the sun.
(B) the tilt and movement of the earth.
(C) the distance of the moon from the earth.
(D) earth’s position in the galaxy.
(E) the position of people on the earth.

 3. The passage indicates that the United States
(A) is not the only country to have differences in temperature.
(B) is warm all year.
(C) has hot winters and cold summers.
(D) has the same temperatures as the countries at the equator.
(E) always receives the same amount of energy from the sun.

  4. This passage would most likely appear in 
(A) a science textbook.
(B) a news magazine.
(C) an article on a travel Web site.
(D) a book about the history of space travel.
(E) a novel.

the dOuble Passage

You may be asked to read a pair of passages, called the double passage. Then you will be 
asked questions about each passage individually and about the relationship between the two 
passages. The two passages may present similar or opposing views, or they may complement 
each other in various ways. A brief introduction preceding the passages may help you 
anticipate the relationship between them. Questions about double passages require you to 
use your critical thinking skills in order to make connections and synthesize information.

All of the questions follow the second passage. The first few questions relate to Passage 1, 
the next few questions relate to Passage 2, and the final questions relate to both 
passages. You may find it helpful to read Passage 1 first and then immediately answer the 
questions related only to it. Then read Passage 2 and answer the remaining questions.
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Practice Your Skills
Reading for Double-Passage Comprehension

The following passages are about uniforms for schoolchildren in the United States. 
Read each passage, and answer the questions that follow.

Passage 1
The recent increase in school violence has led teachers, parents, 

and students to consider uniforms for public-school children in 
America. In doing so, these proponents of similar fashion are squashing 
our schoolchildren’s self-esteem. As children mature, they seek their 
individuality—they want to know who they are. Wearing a uniform 
to a school in which every other student is wearing the same outfit 
limits a student’s self-expression. If students can’t express themselves, 
they cannot possibly understand who they are. Although they might 
believe they are protecting children from school violence, those who 
force students to wear uniforms are stifling the individual personalities, 
creativity, and freedom of America’s children.

Passage 2
Peer pressure for America’s schoolchildren is overwhelming. Most 

children today are caught between pleasing their friends and following 
the rules. As unusual as it may seem, much peer pressure involves 
clothing. Children are harassed, berated, and attacked because of 
their choice of clothing. One solution to the problem is to require all 
schoolchildren to wear uniforms. If all the students in a school wear the 
same clothes, no one will be singled out for his or her choices. Wearing 
uniforms will give students relief from the pressures of deciding what 
to wear and the fear of wearing the “wrong” outfit. It’s a simple solution 
with a valuable result.

 1. According to the author of Passage 1, which of the following best explains 
the reason that schoolchildren should not wear uniforms?
(A) Wearing uniforms stifles a student’s individuality.
(B) Students like to wear expensive clothes.
(C) Clothing should not play a significant role in students’ lives.
(D) Students need to look the same.
(E) Uniforms are cost effective.
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  2. The purpose of Passage 1 is to
(A) inform readers about self-esteem.
(B) persuade people to require uniforms.
(C) entertain readers with humorous stories about uniforms.
(D) persuade people not to require uniforms.
(E) inform the reader of the cost of uniforms.

 3. According to the author of Passage 2, which of the following is a result of 
wearing uniforms?
(A) relief from peer pressure
(B) an increase in violence against students
(C) a decrease in students’ self-esteem
(D) an increase in choices of clothing
(E) an increased laundry bill

 4. The tone of Passage 2 is
(A) lighthearted.
(B) insistent.
(C) mean-spirited.
(D) humorous.
(E) optimistic.

 5. Which of the following is not mentioned by either author?
(A)  School uniforms can decrease the amount of peer pressure faced by children.
(B) Wearing uniforms will not eliminate all problems faced by children.
(C)  School uniforms might be a solution to problems faced by children in school.
(D) Expressing individual tastes in clothing can increase self-esteem.
(E) Students who wear uniforms will not be singled out for their choices.

w

555  Tests of Standard Written English
Objective tests of Standard written English assess your knowledge of the language skills 
used for writing. They may contain sentences with underlined words, phrases, and 
punctuation. The underlined parts may contain errors in grammar, usage, mechanics, 
vocabulary, or spelling. These tests ask you to use your problem-solving skills to find 
the error in each sentence or to identify the best way to revise a sentence or passage.

FIndIng errOrs

The most familiar way to test students’ knowledge of grammar, usage, capitalization, 
punctuation, word choice, and spelling is by asking them to find errors in sentences. 
A typical test item of this kind is a sentence with five underlined choices. Four of the 
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choices suggest possible errors in the sentence. The fifth choice states that there is no 
error. Read the following sentence and identify the error, if there is one.

There are about 20,000 islands in the Pacific ocean, the largest ocean in 

the world. No error

(The answer is (C). The word ocean should be capitalized as part of the 
proper name Pacific Ocean.)

The list below shows errors to watch for on a test of Standard written English.

lack of agreement between subject and verb•	

lack of agreement between pronoun and antecedent•	

incorrect spelling or use of a word•	

missing, misplaced, or unnecessary punctuation•	

missing or unnecessary capitalization•	

misused or misplaced italics or quotation marks•	

Sometimes you will find a sentence that contains no error. Be careful, however, before 
you choose E (No error) as the answer. It is easy to overlook a mistake, since common 
errors are the kind generally included on this type of test. Parts of a sentence that are 
not underlined are presumed to be correct. You can use clues in the correct parts of the 
sentence to help you search for errors in the underlined parts.

Practice Your Skills
Recognizing Errors in Writing

Write the letter of the underlined word or punctuation mark that is incorrect. If 
the sentence contains no error, write E.

(1) Volcanoes occur when pressure builds up under neath the earth’s 

surface. (2) Usually a volcano warns that its going to erupt by rumbling.  

(3) The eruption can take two forms both impressive. (4) Either the volcano 

shoots out chunks of burning debris or it sends out a flow of liquid rock, 

called lava. (5) Lava may seem scaryer , but the flying debris can be more 

dangerous. (6) Because lava move slowly, it is not impossible to avoid. 

(7) Flying chunks of rock on the other hand, can travel far and ignite 

roofs instantly.

 A B C D

 A B C D

 A B C D

 A B C D

 A B C

 D A B C D

 A B C 

 D

 A B C D

 E
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sentence-cOrrectIOn questIOns

Sentence-correction questions assess your ability to recognize appropriate phrasing. 
Instead of locating an error in a sentence, you must use your problem-solving skills to 
select the most appropriate and effective way to write the sentence.

In this kind of question, a part of the sentence is underlined. The sentence is then 
followed by five different ways of writing the underlined part. The first way shown, (A), 
simply repeats the original underlined portion. The other four choices present alternative 
ways of writing the underlined part. The choices may differ in grammar, usage, 
capitalization, punctuation, or word choice. Consider all answer choices carefully. If there 
is an error in the original underlined portion, make sure the answer you choose solves 
the problem. Be sure that the answer you select does not introduce a new error and does 
not change the meaning of the original sentence. Look at the following example.

 Maria seen that movie at the theater last night.

(A) seen that movie at the theater
(B) seen that movie, at the theater
(C) saw that movie, at the theater
(D) saw that movie at the theater
(E) saw that movie. At the theater

(The correct answer is (D). Choices (A) and (B) are incorrect because 
they use the past participle of see instead of the past form of the verb. In 
(B), as well as in (C) and (E), punctuation is used incorrectly.)

Practice Your Skills
Correcting Sentences

Write the letter of the most appropriate way of phrasing the  
underlined part of each sentence.

 1. Harry hasn’t said nothing since breakfast.
(A) hasn’t said nothing
(B) hasnt said nothing
(C) hasn’t said, nothing
(D) hasn’t said anything
(E) has not said nothing
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 2. The first person off the plane was aunt bea.
(A) the plane was aunt bea.
(B) the plane was Aunt bea.
(C) the Plane was Aunt Bea.
(D) the plane was Ant Bea.
(E) the plane was Aunt Bea.

 3. The weather forecast called for sleet snow and rain.
(A) called for sleet snow and rain.
(B) called for sleet, snow, and rain.
(C) call for sleet, snow, and rain.
(D) called for sleet, snow, and, rain. 
(E) called for sleet and snow. And rain.

 4. Last night I finished reading the story Today.
(A) reading the story Today.
(B) reading, the story Today.
(C) reading the story Today.
(D) reading the story “Today.”
(E) read the story Today.

 5. All the boys carried theirs own suitcases.
(A) carried theirs own suitcases.
(B) carried his own suitcases.
(C) carried their own suitcases.
(D) carried him own suitcases.
(E) carried them own suitcases.

reVIsIOn-In-cOntext

Another type of multiple-choice question that appears on some standardized 
tests is called revision-in-context. Such questions are based on a short passage 
and assess your reading comprehension skills, your writing skills, and your 
understanding of Standard written English. The questions following the passage 
ask you to choose the best revision of a sentence, a group of sentences, or the 
essay as a whole. To select the correct answer, use your critical thinking skills 
to evaluate the relative merits of each choice. You may also be asked to identify 
the writer’s intention. To do so, you will need to analyze the passage carefully to 
determine the writer’s purpose.

Strategies for Taking Standardized Tests
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(1) The explorers found themselves in a barren land. (2) No signs of 
life were nowhere. (3) The sun parched the earth. (4) Water was nowhere 
to be found. (5) Suddenly they heard the rattle of a snake. (6) The 
explorers fled for safety. (7) Snakes were not the only kind of hazard these 
newcomers would have to face. 

 1. Which of the following is the best revision of sentence 2?
(A) There were no signs of life anywhere.
(B) Signs of life were anywhere.
(C) Nowhere is signs of life.
(D) Signs of life wasn’t anywhere to be found.
(E) There were no signs of life no where.

(The correct answer is (A), which does not contain the double negative found 
in sentence 2. Choice (B) does not express the same meaning as sentence 2. 
(C) and (D) contain errors in subject-verb agreement. (E) contains a double 
negative and a spelling error.)

 2. Which of the following is the best way to combine sentences 3 and 4?
(A) The sun parched the earth, and water was nowhere to be found.
(B) The sun parched the earth and found water nowhere.
(C) The sun parching the earth and finding water nowhere.
(D) The sun was parching the earth and water was nowhere to be found.
(E) The sun parched the earth, water was nowhere to be found.

(The correct answer is (A). In (B) and (C), sun is incorrectly made the subject 
of both verbs. In addition, incorrect verb forms are used in (C) as well as in 
(D), which also lacks a comma. (E) is a run-on sentence.)

MODEl: Correcting Sentences
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 3. In relation to the rest of the passage, which of the following best describes the 
writer’s intention in sentence 7?
(A) to restate the opening sentence
(B) to interest the reader in the story
(C) to persuade the reader to avoid snakes
(D) to summarize the paragraph
(E) to provide supporting details about snakes

(The correct answer 
is (B), which can be 
determined by the 
process of elimination. 
Sentence 7 does not 
serve the purposes 
described in the other 
answer choices.)

Practice Your Skills
Correcting Sentences

Carefully read the following passage about rain forests. Write the letter of the 
correct answer to the questions that follow.

(1) The rain forests hold secrets of many possible cures for illnesses 
that need to be cured. (2) Scientists believing that the cure for many 
illnesses including cancer, may come from plants. (3) There are so many 
species of plants. (4) Many thousands of plants are still not studied. 
(5) Some cures might even come from plants that have not yet been 
discovered. (6) That’s why scientists argue to protect rain forests and 
their natives, the people.

 1. The best revision of sentence 1 is 
(A) The rain forests hold the secrets to many possible cures for illnesses.
(B)  The rain forests, holding secrets of many possible cures, can cure 

illnesses.
(C) The rain forests possibly held the secrets to many cures.
(D)  The rain forests—hold secrets of many possible cures—can cure 

illnesses.
(E) The rain forests hold secrets and cure illnesses.
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 2. The best revision of sentence 2 is
(A)  Scientists believe that the cures for many illnesses including cancer, 

may come from a plant.
(B)  Scientists believe, that the cures for many illnesses including cancer, 

may come from a plant.
(C)  Scientists believe that the cures for many illnesses, including cancer, 

may come from plants.
(D)  Scientists believe that illnesses, including cancer, may come from a 

plant with a cure.
(E)  Coming from a plant, scientists believe is the cure for illnesses like 

cancer.

 3. What is the best way to combine sentences 3 and 4?
(A)  There are so many species of plants, many thousands are still not 

studied.
(B)  There are so many species of plants, and many thousands of plants are 

still not studied.
(C)  Many thousands of plants have still not been studied although there are so 

many species.
(D)  There are so many species of plants that many thousands have still not 

been studied.
(E) Many thousands of many species of plants are still not studied.

 4. What is the purpose of sentence 5?
(A) to inform readers about the typical characteristics of plants
(B) to persuade readers to learn more about illnesses like cancer
(C) to motivate readers to travel to rain forests
(D) to provide support for sentence 1
(E) to create interest by presenting an unusual fact

 5. What is the best revision of sentence 6?
(A)  This is reason enough, scientists argue, to protect rain forests and their 

people.
(B) This reason is to protect rain forests and their native people.
(C) Scientists argue about protecting the rain forest’s native people.
(D)  This reason, scientists argue, protects rain forests, their natives, and 

their people.
(E) This is reason to protect rain forests, their native people.

w
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Chapter 22

Clauses

Dr. Benjamin Carson

How can you use clauses to create a smooth flow and express ideas precisely?

Clauses: Pretest 1
The following first draft is hard to read. There are many fragments, and many of the 
sentences are short and choppy. Revise the draft so that it flows more smoothly. The first 
two sentences have been combined as an example. 

Benjamin Carson was born in Detroit. His early life was not easy. Because his parents 
were divorced. His mother Sonya had to work two and three jobs to support her sons. Sonya 
could barely read. She valued education. She made Benjamin and his brother read more 
books. Benjamin began to do better in school. He fell in love with learning. He studied hard. 
He graduated with honors. He went to Yale University. He went to medical school at the 
University of Michigan. He became one of the world’s leading neurosurgeons. In 2008, he 
received the Presidential Medal of Freedom. That is the highest civilian honor in the United 
States.

where h
,
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Clauses: Pretest

Clauses: Pretest 2

Directions
Write the letter of the term that correctly identifies the underlined group of words in 
each sentence.

(1) When we finished breakfast, we visited the Raptor Center. (2) The Raptor Center 
is a place that the county funds. (3) When people find hurt birds, they bring them there. 
(4) Vets help cure the birds, and they are released. (5) Some birds are too badly hurt 
to return to nature. (6) These birds, which can still fly short distances, are trained to 
perform. (7) The trainers show us some birds, and the birds perform for us. (8) When 
we last visited, there was an injured owl. (9) The owl ignored us, but it knew we were 
watching. (10) An amazing thing that the owl does is to swivel its head nearly 360 
degrees. 

 1. A adjectival clause
 B adverbial clause
 C independent clause
 D simple sentence

 2. A adjectival clause
 B adverbial clause
 C independent clause
 D simple sentence

 3. A adjectival clause
 B adverbial clause
 C independent clause
 D simple sentence

 4. A adjectival clause
 B adverbial clause
 C independent clause
 D simple sentence

 5. A compound sentence
 B complex sentence
 C independent clause
 D simple sentence

6. A adjectival clause
B adverbial clause
C independent clause
D simple sentence

7. A compound sentence
B complex sentence
C independent clause
D simple sentence

8. A adjectival clause
B adverbial clause
C independent clause
D simple sentence

9. A adjectival clause
B adverbial clause
C independent clause
D simple sentence

10. A adjectival clause
B adverbial clause
C independent clause
D simple sentence
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Independent and Subordinate Clauses

In this chapter you will learn about three kinds of sentences: simple, compound, and 
complex. Before you can fully understand these sentence types, you must know about a 
group of words called a clause.

22 a A clause is a group of words that has a subject and a verb.

Unlike the phrase, the clause has a subject and a verb. In the following examples, 
subjects of each clause are underlined once, and verbs are underlined twice.

Phrase We will eat after lessons.

Clause We will eat after we finish our lessons.

There are two kinds of clauses: independent and subordinate. First we will look at the 
independent clause.

22 a.1 An independent, or main, clause can stand alone as a sentence because it 
expresses a complete idea.

When an independent clause stands by itself, it is called a sentence. It only becomes an 
independent clause when it appears in a sentence with another clause.

Sara looked for shells, but the tide came in.

These two clauses are independent; they both can stand alone as single sentences.

Sara looked for shells. The tide came in.

The second kind of clause is called a subordinate clause, or dependent clause. Because 
it is dependent, it needs another clause to give it meaning. In other words, a dependent 
clause cannot stand alone as a sentence.

22 a.2 A subordinate, or dependent, clause cannot stand alone as a sentence 
because it does not express a complete thought.

Notice that the subordinate clauses in the following examples do not express a complete 
thought—even though they have both a subject and a verb.

Lesson 1

independent clause independent clause
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Independent and Subordinate Clauses • Lesson 1

After we swam, we ate a huge lunch.

I just had the salad that my mother prepared.

Practice Your Skills
Distinguishing Between Main and Subordinate Clauses

Label each underlined clause I for independent or S for subordinate.

 1. If the sky is dark and cloudy, you should bring an umbrella.
 2. Unless you call first, I will leave for the beach at noon.
 3. I like this beach because it is almost never crowded.
 4. Since the tide is in, the water is high.
 5. We will eat when Terry and Yolanda finally get here.
 6. Although it was raining almost the entire afternoon, we stayed at the 

beach. 
 7. Before the rain started, we played a game of volleyball.
 8. Sometimes we surf while we are at the beach with our friends.
 9. I watched television after I got home from the beach.
 10. Someone knocked on the door as soon as I got home.

subordinate clause

subordinate clause

independent clause

independent clause
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Uses of Subordinate Clauses

22 B A subordinate clause can be used as an adverb or as an adjective.

  adverbial Clauses
A subordinate clause can be used in the same way as a single adverb or adverbial phrase. 
Such a clause is called an adverbial clause.

Single Adverb The eagles arrived late.

Adverbial Phrase The eagles arrived after the first storm.

Adverbial Clause The eagles arrived after the snow had begun.

22 B.1 An adverbial clause is a subordinate clause used mainly to modify a verb.

An adverbial clause answers the adverb question How? When? Where? How much? 
or To what extent? In addition, an adverbial clause answers the question Under what 
circumstances? or Why? Notice in the following examples that an adverbial clause 
modifies the whole verb phrase.

How? The eagle flew as if it were suspended in the sky.

When? When the guide arrives, the eagle watch will begin.

Where? Eagles roost where they can find good hunting.

To What Extent? Eagles search for prey until they are successful.

Why? You should bring your binoculars so that you can see  
the eagles.

Subordinating Conjunctions
Adverbial clauses begin with a subordinating conjunction. A few of the subordinating 
conjunctions in the following box—such as after, before, since, and until—can also be 
used as prepositions. Remember that those words are subordinating conjunctions if they 
are followed by a group of words with a subject and a verb.

Lesson 2

verb phrase

verb phrase
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Uses of Subordinate Clauses • Lesson 2

Common SuBoRDInATInG ConjunCTIonS

after as though since until

although because so when

as before so that whenever

as far as even though than where

as if however though wherever

as long as if thus while

as soon as in order that unless

When the eagles return to the nest, they will feed their babies. 

The eagle has keen eyesight so that it can easily spot prey.

PunCTuATIon WITH ADVERBIAL CLAuSES

Always place a comma after an adverbial clause that comes at the beginning of a 
sentence.

Because we were early, we saw many eagles.

Practice Your Skills
Supplying Subordinating Conjunctions 

Write a subordinating conjunction to replace each blank to create a subordinate 
clause.

 1. ___ the bald eagle is our national bird, it is protected from hunters.
 2. ___ the bald eagle has been our national symbol since 1782, many people 

want to protect it.
 3. ___ pesticides were used, many eagles died in the 1970s.
 4. ___ the bald eagle became an endangered species, scientists studied 

 it carefully.
 5. It proved to be a relatively easy task ___ eagles reuse the same nest sites.
 6. Eagles are convenient to study ___ several pairs of eagles nest in a  

small area.
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Practice Your Skills
Finding Adverbial Clauses

Write the adverbial clause in each sentence. Then write the word or words that 
the adverbial clause modifies.

 1. Although Detroit is called “the Motor City,” its football team is named after 
an animal.

 2. Because George Richards owned a radio station, he held a contest to name 
the new football team.

 3. The team became the Detroit Lions after the contest had ended.
 4. When the team won many games the first season, fans cheered.
 5. After the Lions won the Western Division title in 1935, they advanced to 

the championship.
 6. New York fans were disappointed when the Lions beat the Giants.
 7. As soon as the game was over, Detroit celebrated.
 8. Though they had won the championship in 1935, Detroit was 7–3 in 1936.
 9. It would be several seasons before the Lions had another championship.
 10. Until the team acquired some new players, winning seasons would  

be scarce.

Connect to Writing: Editing
Punctuating Sentences with Adverbial Clauses

Rewrite the following sentences, adding or removing commas where needed. 
If a sentence is correct, write C.

 1. Whenever I watch football I like to cheer for my team.
 2. While the game is on, you shouldn’t talk to my dad.
 3. As soon as it’s halftime we will get a pretzel at the snack bar.
 4. Our team should spend some time on fundamentals unless they want to 

repeat last year’s performance.
 5. We should get our tickets before the game is sold out.
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Uses of Subordinate Clauses • Lesson 2

  adjectival Clauses
A subordinate clause can also be used like a single adjective or an adjectival phrase. Such 
a clause is called an adjectival clause.

Single Adjective It is a great story.

Adjectival Phrase It was a story beyond our expectations.

Adjectival Clause It was a story that we will never forget.

22 B.2 An adjectival clause is a subordinate clause that is used to modify a noun or 
a pronoun.

An adjectival clause answers the adjective question Which one? or What kind? Usually an 
adjectival clause will modify the noun or pronoun directly in front of it.

Which One? The story that tells how Arthur found Excalibur is my 
favorite.

What Kind? It is a legend that is often repeated.

Relative Pronouns
22 B.3 Most adjectival clauses begin with a relative pronoun. A relative pronoun 

relates an adjective clause to the noun or the pronoun that the clause describes.

RELATIVE PRonounS

who whom whose which that

In some sentences the relative pronoun just begins the adjectival clause; in other 
sentences, the relative pronoun also serves as the subject of the adjectival clause.

I haven’t read another story that I like.

I haven’t read another story that is like Arthur’s story. (That is the subject of 
the clause that is like Arthur’s story.)
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PunCTuATIon WITH ADjECTIVAL CLAuSES

No punctuation is used with an adjectival clause that contains information that is 
essential to identify a person, place, or thing in the sentence.

Essential A story that was written about King Arthur won the 
writing contest.

Arthur was a great leader who united the British people.

One or two commas should set off an adjectival clause that is nonessential. A clause is 
nonessential if it can be removed from the sentence without changing the basic meaning 
of the sentence. A clause is usually nonessential if it modifies a proper noun.

Nonessential Thomas Malory, who wrote many King Arthur stories, 
lived hundreds of years after King Arthur.

Arthur, whose adventures were many, may have 
actually lived during the Dark Ages.

The relative pronoun that is used in an essential clause and which is usually used in a 
nonessential clause.

The play that is about King Arthur is Camelot.

Camelot, which is about King Arthur, is my favorite play.

Practice Your Skills
Identifying Adjectival Clauses

Write each adjectival clause. Underline the relative pronoun once. Then write the 
word or words that each adjectival clause describes.

 1. Joan, who is reading a book about Robin Hood, enjoys legends.
 2. It was her love of old legends that interested me in the King Arthur stories.
 3. Marco, whose report about the Dark Ages was excellent, wants to write his 

own book about King Arthur.
 4. Missy’s report, which was about castles, contained many details.
 5. The report that Mrs. Johns liked the best was about ancient legends.
 6. Mrs. Johns, who reads widely about historical people and events, learned 

something new about the Dark Ages from Sue’s report.
 7. Rahul, who wants to be an archaeologist, wrote about the search for Camelot.
 8. The ancient castle, which has never been found, might be fictitious.
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 9. Jonathan, whose paper was written on the bus, did not hope for a good 
grade.

 10. The paper, which had not been well researched, needed more work, 
additional information, and a great deal more thought.

Connect to Writing: Editing
Punctuating Sentences with Adjectival Clauses

Rewrite the following sentences, adding or removing commas where needed. 
If a sentence is correct, write C.

 1. Our school library which is huge is a good place for research.
 2. Mrs. Engel, who is our librarian, is a wonderful resource person.
 3. The place in the library that I like best is the technology room.
 4. Jim whose knowledge of computers is amazing is a good friend to take to  

the library.
 5. Mrs. Engel whom I respect highly always finds the right book for me.

3 Check Point: Mixed Practice
Label each underlined clause adverbial or adjectival.

 1. Although he had been diagnosed with cancer in 1996, Lance Armstrong 
overcame the disease.

 2. Lance Armstrong, who looks to his mother for inspiration, trained hard 
for the 1999 Tour de France.

 3. Armstrong was not discouraged though doctors had given him only a 
50–50 chance for recovery.

 4. When Armstrong crossed the finish line at the end of the race, he had 
accomplished the impossible.

 5. The Tour de France, which is a cycling event, takes place every year in July.
 6. Even though Armstrong was in good physical condition, doctors credit 

his recovery to his positive attitude.
 7. Armstrong says, “If you ever get a second chance in life, you’ve got to go 

all the way.”
 8. Lance Armstrong, who held a commanding lead after three stages of the 

event, rode hard every day.
 9. As soon as he crossed the finish line, a great cheer went up.
 10. Many Americans, who interrupted their vacations, congratulated Armstrong.
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Misplaced Adjectival Clauses
22 B.4 A misplaced adjectival clause is placed so far from the word it modifies 

that it creates unintended meaning.

To avoid confusion, put an adjectival clause next to the word it describes. 

Misplaced Miriam saw a duck who had a pair of binoculars.
(This sentence says that the duck had the binoculars.)

Correct Miriam, who had a pair of binoculars, saw a duck.
(Now Miriam has the binoculars.)

Misplaced The duck wanted the food that was swimming in the water.
(This sentence says that the food was swimming.)

Correct The duck that was swimming in the water wanted the food.
(Now the duck is swimming.)

Practice Your Skills
Recognizing Misplaced Adjectival Clauses

Write C if an adjectival clause is placed correctly and I if an adjectival clause is 
placed incorrectly. Rewrite the sentences, placing modifiers correctly and using 
commas where needed.

 1. Bethany, who had a bag of bread crumbs, watched a pigeon.
 2. A goose that had a bump on its head lunged for the bag.
 3. David threw some crumbs to a duck who enjoys feeding the birds.
 4. A grackle that was flying overhead wanted some food.
 5. A dog that had no collar chased some of the ducks.
 6. My sister that had been abandoned observed a nest.
 7. Koreen threw some crumbs to the swans who had an extra bag.
 8. A turtle that was eager to investigate climbed to the shore.
 9. Marta explored the pool whose love of wildlife is well known.
 10. Deb saw a duck who never really wanted to come along.
 11. The duck, which was following its mother, lagged behind.
 12. People waited in line who wanted to ride the paddleboats.
 13. The line, which curved around several times, was very long.
 14. Stephen, who was holding his brother’s hand, became impatient.
 15. He picked up some tiny pebbles and threw them into the water that were 

on the ground.
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